
RIPPLE EFFECTS - - - - -
//Beerstorming 15.3.2018 Tuuli U @ IS 



BRING YOUR MOST UNLIKELY

AND FAVORITE IDEA (on papers).

2 minutes.

Present – into the box
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Intentional and 

unintentional effects spread 

across space and time



Paper recycling in Brazil

Snake farming in India
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technology gave 
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Desirable?



Generate ripple effects

5ish minutes per wave - go for 

quantity

Select the most juicy one from 3rd

wave.

Present!



SHARE TIME



!Beerstorming!



!Beerstorming!

Go for quantity = pitchers



Borrowed from Open space…

The Four Rules state:

1. Whoever come are the right people (invite CERNers to join!)

2. Whatever happens is the only thing that could have

3. Whenever it starts is the right time

4. When it’s over, it’s over

The Law of Two Feet states that:

“If, during the course of the gathering, any person finds themselves in a 

situation where they are neither learning nor contributing, they can go to 

some more productive place.”



Bring something you’d like to 

explore (on paper + pens…)

- Question

- Solution canvas

- Problem

- ….

Clear definition, brings good 

outcomes.



Innovation is an inherently inefficient process. 

Being effective would imply that you already 
know precisely what you are doing 
beforehand.





…or Steve Jobs and connecting the dots



Tomorrow: Vision



!Beerstorming!


